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There are a number of inconsistencies in the titles of courses offered for distance learning and on-campus learning. This Board of Studies proposal is intended to remove the inconsistencies.

Note, the University has asked that the qualifier “(Distance Learning)” be removed from the titles as the courses are essentially identical to the on-campus courses (which have a different code).

Accordingly, we ask that:

1. INFR10071 - Agent Based Systems (Distance Learning) - Year: 3 be renamed to Agent Based Systems - Year: PG and a corresponding new course created. Also, should this be a SS1 course instead of SV1?

2. INFR10072 - Agent Based Systems (Distance Learning) - Year: PG should be made SS1 instead of SV1?

3. INFR11151 - Advanced Vision (Distance Learning) - Year: PG be renamed to Advanced Vision - Year: PG and a corresponding new course created.

4. INFR09048 - Introduction to Java Programming (Distance Learning) - Year: PG be renamed to Introduction to Java Programming - Year: PG and a corresponding new course created. Also, should this be a SS1 course instead of SV1?

   This is level 9 course. The DRPS requires at least 40 credits out of 60 to be level 11 for a Certificate, and 90 of 120 for a Diploma. So it is OK for distance PGT students to take this level 9 course.

5. INFR09049 - Introduction to Java Programming (Distance Learning) - Year: PG Should this be a SS1 course instead of SV1?

6. INFR11139 - Introductory Applied Machine Learning (Distance Learning) - Year: PG be renamed to Introductory Applied Machine Learning - Year: PG and a corresponding new course created.
7. INFR11153 - Introduction to Vision and Robotics (Distance Learning) - Year: PG be renamed to INFR11153 - Introduction to Vision and Robotics - Year: PG and a corresponding new course created.